CNY Celebrations 2014
Chongzheng galloped into the Year of the Horse with zest and passion. As everyone bade farewell to
the year of the snake, the new year was welcomed with great enthusiasm. The Chinese New Year
celebrations were planned and organised through the collaborative efforts of the Chinese Language
teachers and the Primary 5 teachers. The celebration was successful and well-received due to the
close collaboration between the teachers. As part of the celebrations, the Primary 5 pupils who
went on their Learning Journey to Chinatown put up a 3-day “CNY Showcase” for them to showcase
the knowledge they have gained in areas they had selected. Pupils and staff alike were treated to
well-decorated cultural booths with an expansive amount of information and games at the CNY Fair.
Pupils who visited the booths had to complete activities in order to earn a stamp in their “CNY
Passport”. It was heart-warming to see pupils actively involved in completing their passports during
the fair. A CNY concert was staged on eve of Chinese New Year. Through a simple skit which depicts
how the God of Fortune gets ready for the Chinese New year, pupils learnt about the various
customs and traditions of the Chinese New Year. The concert certainly brought out the festive
flavours of the occasion. It was certainly a treat for all who had taken away many learning points.
May the Year of the Horse bring about both happiness and prosperity for all our staff and pupils of
Chongzheng Primary School.

Pupils’ reflections
I have learnt that ‘Nian’ is scared of noisy sound.”
Maisarah P5 Diligence
“I have understood why people hang red decorations outside their house during Chinese New Year.”
Jamie Khoo P5 Excellence
“I love making Tang Yuan the most!”
Bryan Ang P2 Aspiration
“I love making the treats for Chinese New Year.”
Tan Hui Jie P5 Excellence

“I love the idiom guessing game and learnt the meaning of the idioms.”
Liam Yu Xiang P3 Excellence
“I like to beat the drum for the lions to dance.”
Hariharan P2 Aspiration

